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Summary 

The complexity in the near surface area can significantly 

affect land seismic data processing. If the near surface 

structures include a thin high-velocity layer above a 

weathering layer on top of the high-velocity bedrock, the 

first arrivals of a shot gather may exhibit a shingling pattern, 

where the first arrivals associated with the high-velocity 

layer are visible only within the near offset, and the bedrock 

refraction becomes a dominant arrival at the far offset. When 

this velocity reversal occurs, the effectiveness of 

conventional first-arrival traveltime tomography is limited. 

Nevertheless, the later refraction arrivals still contain 

substantial information about the weathering layer and the 

long-wavelength statics. In this study, we tested three 

different methods for statics and near surface velocity model 

estimation: the delay-time, generalized linear inversion 

(GLI), and combined traveltime tomography and refraction 

traveltime migration method using various synthetic models. 

Our goal is to assess the effectiveness of these methods in 

the areas with near surface velocity reversal. The test results 

suggest all three methods can recover reasonable statics 

solutions if the shallow velocity layers are simple and 

relatively flat. For more complex models with an undulated 

near surface high-velocity layer with variable thickness, 

better long-wavelength statics solutions are produced by the 

combined traveltime tomography and refraction traveltime 

migration method. In all tests, none of the derived near 

surface velocity models are entirely satisfactory. 

Nevertheless, the models derived from the combined 

traveltime tomography and refraction traveltime migration 

method are better and bear more resemblance to the true 

velocity model than the delay-time and GLI methods. 

Introduction 

For processing land seismic data, the first arrivals are 

commonly used for the imaging of the near surface to help 

to make statics corrections (Zhu et al., 2000; Zhang and 

Toksöz, 1998). However, in some situations, it is difficult to 

pick the first arrivals due to the complex near-surface 

structure. When the shallow high-velocity layer thickness is 

smaller than the seismic wavelength, there may appear 

shingling in the seismic first arrivals (Sun and Zhang, 2013). 

The shingling data exhibit a pattern like a Christmas tree, in 

which the first arrivals disappear at far offset. Therefore, in 

this situation, the first break picking for far offset is often 

infeasible. The shingling phenomena occur worldwide, e.g., 

the Middle East, Africa, and Texas Permian Basin. 

In this study, we designed three synthetic tests, which all 

present the shingling phenomena for different velocity 

structures, to assess the performance of three methods to 

calculate the long-wavelength statics from refraction events: 

(1) delay-time (Palmer, 1980), (2) generalized linear 

inversion (GLI) (Hampton and Russell, 1984), and (3) 

combined traveltime tomography and refraction traveltime 

migration (Zhang and Toksöz, 1997; Wang and Zhang, 

2017). 

Workflows for applying refraction methods 

In the initial step, we pick the first arrivals as much as 

possible, including the direct waves and the shallow 

refractions, and the later-arrival refractions at the far offset. 

We then construct a 1-D initial velocity model using the 

analytical traveltime solution from refraction traveltimes. 

For method (1) and (2) - delay-time and GLI methods, we 

simply apply the first arrivals and later refraction arrivals as 

input to produce layered models with variable velocities 

within each layer. Then the interface between the near 

surface and the bedrock would be selected as the 

intermediate datum for long-wavelength statics calculations. 

For method (3), we combine traveltime tomography and 

refraction traveltime migration to deal with the shingling 

data. We first utilize the near-offset first-arrival traveltimes 

to perform tomography. With the resulted shallow velocity 

model, the refraction traveltime migration is applied to 

produce a migration image of the deep refractor. Refraction 

traveltime migration is a unique approach (Zhang and 

Toksöz, 1997). Two oppositely propagating wavefront 

systems are calculated utilizing the shallow velocity model 

and a refractor is imaged based on Hagedoorn imaging 

condition (Hagedoorn, 1959). After obtaining a velocity 

model solution, we select the deep refractor generated by the 

refraction traveltime migration method as the intermediate 

datum to calculate long-wavelength statics. 

Synthetic Tests 

To evaluate the performance of the delay-time, GLI, and 

combined tomography and refraction migration, we design 

various tests using 2D synthetic data with three different 

near surface velocity models. For all models, the horizontal 
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length is 10,000 m and the depth range is 800 m. There are 

100 shots with an interval of 100 m and 200 receivers with 

an interval of 50 m. The velocities in the true models are 

1500 m/s, 4500 m/s, 3000 m/s, and 5500 m/s respectively. 

The seismic records are simulated by applying an acoustic 

finite-difference method with a 15 Hz Ricker wavelet. In 

addition, all these models include a velocity reversal which 

leads to the shingling pattern in the seismic data. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 1: (a) The true model. (b) The shot record which presents 

shingling. The blue dots represent the first arrivals and the red dots 

represent the later-arrival refractions. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 2: (a) Equivalent model calculated by delay-time method. (b) 

Equivalent model calculated by GLI. (c) Tomography result by 

applying first arrival traveltimes (white line is the result of refraction 

traveltime migration). 

(1) Flat model with variable topography 

We first design a four-layer velocity model with severely 

undulate topography but flat deeper layers, as shown in 

Figure 1a. Figure 1b shows a shot record with shingling as 

indicated by white arrows. This shingling is caused by the 

imbedded thin high-velocity layer. 

The results of the delay-time, GLI, and combined 

tomography and refraction migration methods are shown in 

Figure 2a-c. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the long-

wavelength shot statics between true statics (black line) and 

statics estimated by delay-time (green line), GLI (red line), 

and combined tomography and migration method (blue line). 

The white line in each figure is the intermediate datum 

corresponding to the deep refractor for long-wavelength 

statics calculation. 

While none of the methods completely reconstruct the true 

velocity model satisfactorily, test results show that the 

equivalent velocity models of all three methods do produce 

good statics solutions. However, the velocity model derived 

by the combined tomography and refraction migration 

method bears more resemblance to the true input velocity 

model than the models derived from time delay and GLI 

methods. We shall discuss more on these results later. 

 

Figure 3: Long-wavelength statics estimated by delay-time (green), 

GLI (red), and combined traveltime tomography and refraction 

traveltime migration (blue), compared to the statics calculated from 

true model (black). 

(2) Undulated high-velocity layer with flat topography 

For a different near surface situation, we design a model with 

an undulated high-velocity layer but flat topography as 

shown in Figure 4a. Figure 4b shows a shot record which 

includes shingling as indicated by white arrows. 

The results of delay-time, GLI and combined tomography 

and refraction migration are shown in Figure 5a-c. The white 

line in each figure is the intermediate datum corresponding 

to the deep refractor for long-wavelength statics calculations. 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the long-wavelength shot 

statics among true statics (black line), statics estimated by 

delay-time (green line), GLI (red line), and combined 

tomography and refraction migration (blue line). If the 

thickness of the velocity reversal layer is unchanged but 

undulated, the combined tomography and refraction 
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migration method produces the best statics solution among 

the three solutions. 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 4: (a) The true model. (b) The shot record which presents 

shingling. The blue dots represent the first arrivals and the red dots 

represent the later-arrival refractions. 
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Figure 5: (a) Equivalent model calculated by delay-time method. (b) 

Equivalent model calculated by GLI. (c) Tomography result by 

applying first arrival traveltimes (white line is the result of refraction 

traveltime migration). 

 

Figure 6: Long-wavelength statics estimated by delay-time (green), 

GLI (red), and combined traveltime tomography and refraction 

traveltime migration (blue), compared to the statics calculated from 

true model (black). 

(3) Undulated high-velocity layer with variable thickness 

The third velocity model presents a situation that the 

undulated high-velocity layer varies in thickness as shown 

in Figure 7a. The high-velocity layer in the left area still 

produces shingling effects in data. However, in the right area, 

the thickness of the high-velocity layer is smaller than the 

length of the seismic wave, therefore, no shingling is 

observed. In the shot gathers, the first 50 shots show 

shingling and the other 50 shots include no shingling. 

Around the fiftieth shot gather, we can observe shingling in 

the left and no shingling in the right, as shown in Figure 7b. 

The results of delay-time, GLI, and combined tomography 

and refraction migration methods are shown in Figure 8a-c. 

The white line in each figure is selected as the intermediate 

datum corresponding to the deep refractor for long-

wavelength statics calculations. 

Figure 9 shows traveltimes overlay between the model 

applying refraction methods (blue) and true model (red). 

Figure 9a displays the results of delay-time and Figure 9b 

displays the results of GLI. We can see, both methods can fit 

the traveltime data, but GLI shows better performance. 

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the long-wavelength shot 

statics among true statics (black line) and statics estimated 

by delay-time (green line), GLI (red line), and combined 

tomography and refraction migration (blue line). In this case, 

both delay-time and GLI solutions are far off from the true 

statics. However, combined tomography and migration 

method produces the best statics solution. Again, even 

though none of the methods can reconstruct the true velocity 

model, the combined tomography and refraction migration 

method provides a velocity model that bears the most 

resemblance to the true model. 
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Figure 7: (a) The true model. (b) The shot record which presents 

shingling in the left (white arrow) and no shingling in the right (red 

arrow). The blue dots represent the first arrivals and the red dots 

represent the later-arrival refractions. 
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(b) 
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Figure 8: (a) Equivalent model calculated by delay-time method. (b) 

Equivalent model calculated by GLI. (c) Tomography result by 

applying first arrival traveltimes (white line is the result of refraction 

traveltime migration). 

Conclusions 

If a high-velocity layer is imbedded in the weathering layer, 

causing velocity reversal, all traveltime methods cannot 

reconstruct the true velocity model exactly due to 

insufficient information. However, utilizing the later 

refraction arrivals can produce equivalent models that allow 

accurate statics solutions when the model is not too complex. 

The combined first-arrival traveltime tomography and later-

arrival refraction traveltime migration performs much better 

than the delay-time and generalized linear inversion (GLI) 

even in relatively more complex velocity situations. There is 

a reasonable interpretation based on the fundamental physics 

of seismic wave propagation behind this assessment. The 

refraction migration method is a wavefront method. There is 

no structural assumption for refraction migration. The near 

vertical traveltimes in refractions remain the same through 

migration as the velocity model varies. Therefore, statics 

values are very close to the true solutions. The delay-time 

and generalized linear inverse (GLI) methods work in a 

similar manner but with the underlying assumption of 

smooth overburden velocities and ray-based model solution. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 9: (a) Traveltimes overlay between delay-time synthetics 

(blue) and true model data (red). (b) Traveltimes overlay between 

GLI synthetics (blue) and true model data (red). 

 

Figure 10: Long-wavelength statics estimated by delay-time (green), 

GLI (red), and combined traveltime tomography and refraction 

traveltime migration (blue), compared to the statics calculated from 

true model (black). 
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